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ManicTime Professional - professional version of the powerful text editor ManicTime is available to download now for Windows

XP/Vista/7/8/10, 32 bit or 64 bit. The popular ManicTime became available for Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10, 32 bit or 64 bit in version
7.8.1.0. ManicTime can be installed and used completely free of charge. The software is all-round and is becoming increasingly popular

amongst desktop users due to its ease of use and high performance. ManicTime provides the user with all the features necessary to organize
and manage their day-to-day activities, from waking up to bedtime, and including the use of the computer for personal or professional

purposes. ManicTime is a software utility which was developed specifically to help people maximize their productivity during work hours,
by monitoring PC usage and making it easy for them to identify which tasks are being performed, how long they take, and which of the
tasks are the most time-consuming. Additional features include: Easy Task Creation and Scheduling Inbox and Outbox for Information

Management Powerful Search and Filtering Complete Task History Tagging and Bookmarking Inbox and Outbox for Information
Management ManicTime allows users to manage their email, create to-do lists and organize their workload. ManicTime is an all-round

solution for all your day-to-day activities and includes: Task Management Calendar Contact List E-mail To-do Lists Task Management With
ManicTime it is now possible to keep track of all the tasks that need to be done and their status as well as the time they are being performed.
ManicTime displays the date, time, the number of hours and minutes required, and the status (to-do, in progress or done) for each task and
you can send emails in bulk. The user can also share tasks via social media or messaging services. Calendar ManicTime allows the user to
create a diary in which to enter events and appointments and keep a daily record of what they have done that day. ManicTime displays the

date, time and duration of the appointment. Contact List ManicTime can be
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